Investigating the Accuracy of Ultrasound-Ultrasound Fusion Imaging for Evaluating the Ablation Effect via Special Phantom-Simulated Liver Tumors.
The goal of this study was to investigate the accuracy of ultrasound-ultrasound (US-US) fusion imaging for evaluating the ablation effect via phantom-simulated liver tumors. Twenty special phantom models were established, ablated and divided into a complete ablation group (n = 10) and an incomplete ablation group (n = 10). US-US fusion imaging was performed to evaluate the ablation effect. Gross specimens were observed as a standard reference. In this US-US fusion imaging study, the registration success rate was 100% (20/20), and the assessment time was 3.8 ± 0.9 min. The accuracy rate of the evaluation was 100% (20/20). There was no significant difference in the residual pseudo-tumoral area between the evaluation with US-US fusion imaging and gross specimen observation (p = 0.811), and the measurement error was 1.1 ± 0.6 mm. In conclusion, the feasibility and accuracy of US-US fusion imaging when evaluating the ablation effect can be investigated with this phantom-simulated liver tumor ablation model in an ideal state.